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Abstract

This work presents a discrete, static, stochastic simulation framework for analyzing selfish mining with

multiple attackers across diverse blockchains. The framework captures key properties, assesses multi-

attacker scenarios, and identifies risks, providing an accurate, adaptable, and scalable solution. This work

aims to improve the understanding of the dynamics of attacks, expose vulnerabilities, and strengthen the

security measures of the blockchain with respect to selfish mining.
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1. Introduction

As the adoption of blockchain technology grows, ad-

dressing security threats such as selfish mining be-

comes crucial. There is a notable absence of com-

prehensive simulation frameworks to analyze selfish

mining with multiple attackers on various blockchains.

Our proposed framework seeks to bridge this gap by

evaluating selfish mining that involves multiple attack-

ers on various blockchains, improving the understand-

ing of attack dynamics, and exposing vulnerabilities.

Considering the state-of-the-art in this area, our in-

tention was to create a unified framework for a com-

parison of multiple consensus protocols in terms of

selfish mining attacks. The core challenge involves ab-

stracting all important blockchain properties relevant

to selfish mining, analyzing attack scenarios, identi-

fying risks, and evaluating security measures. The

solution should be accurate, adaptable, and scalable.

The selfish mining problem was first identified in the

Nakamoto consensus protocol [1]. Research on the

Nakamoto consensus has investigated scenarios with

one [1], two [2], and multiple attackers [3]. Other

consensus protocols have mainly been explored for

single attacker cases, typically using the Markov chain

approach. For example, Subchain [4], Fruitchain [4],

and Strongchain [5] have been analyzed with a single

attacker but not with multiple attackers.

We present a discrete, static, stochastic simulation

framework to model selfish mining involving multi-

ple attackers in diverse blockchain networks. The

framework consists of four entities: simulation man-

ager, honest miner, selfish miners, and blockchains.

It utilizes a uniformly weighted random function to

select round leaders who mine new blocks and make

decisions according to his type. The framework incor-

porates key features of individual blockchain networks,

such as reward schemes, fork resolution rules, and the

logic for gamma (γ), which replaces the propagation

and validation times for individual blocks.

2. Selfish mining problem

Figure 1 is an example of a fork in the blockchain

system. Forking occurs when multiple nodes simul-

taneously broadcast a block for validation on the

blockchain network. It can be accidentally or with

malicious intent.

One type of attack that can be carried out maliciously

is a selfish mining attack. This involves a selfish miner

building a private blockchain and selectively revealing

his blocks to invalidate honest miners’ work. The

selfish miner only reveals this private branch to the

public when it suits him. This is causing wasted effort

for honest miners. By doing so, selfish miners can

earn more revenue if more of his blocks are included

in the blockchain. In carrying out such attacks, selfish

miners use these actions:

• Override – an attacker publishes a private chain
when the honest chain is one block shorter.
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• Adopt – an attacker accepts an honest chain
when it becomes longer than his private chain.

• Match – the attacker competes with the honest
chain when the chains are equally long.

• Wait – an attacker continues to mine on the
private chain when it is more than two blocks

longer than the honest chain.

3. Framework for Nakamoto consensus

The simulation framework, illustrated in Figure 2,

models selfish mining scenarios in the Nakamoto con-

sensus, capable of handling one or multiple selfish

mining attackers. The black text represents the base

for a single attacker, while the red text indicates the

updates necessary to manage multiple attackers. The

simulation manager oversees actions starting with

”M,” while selfish miners’ actions begin with ”S,” and

honest miners’ actions commence with ”H.”

The simulation starts by parsing the YAML configu-

ration files and creating miners and blockchains (M1,

M2, M3). In each round, a round leader is se-

lected, who mines a new block (M4). When an

honest miner leads the round, it checks for an on-

going fork and decides its action accordingly (HM

mine new block). On the contrary, selfish miners

add newly mined blocks to their private blockchains

and choose actions based on their private and public

chain lengths (SM mine new block). The simula-

tion manager guarantees correctness and determines

subsequent steps (M6, ..., M11), including notify-

ing selfish miners about public blockchain updates

(M12), allowing them to decide on their next ac-

tion (SM decide next action), and using MED re-

solve overrides or MED resolve matches functions

based on their chosen action.

In scenarios with multiple attackers, challenges such

as simultaneous attacks, multiple ties, cascading re-

leases, and simultaneous matches may occur. To

address these, the framework iterates through all self-

ish miners (SD1, ..., SDY), storing information in

an action object store (M13). Problematic scenarios

are resolved through updates in the resolve overrides

function and loops, enabling multiple blockchain over-

rides in a single round. The resolve matches function

is also adapted to accommodate multiple attackers.

To tackle simultaneous match and new mine issues,

both the simulation manager and the selfish miner’s

functions are updated. Miner’s actions now depend

on his presence in the action object store and the

lengths of their private and public blockchains.

4. Supported consensus protocols

The framework supports three consensus protocols:

Nakamoto [6], Subchain [7], and Strongchain [5].

Nakamoto consensus involves mining blocks, while

Subchain has two models based on it for selfishly

mining weak and strong blocks. Both use the longest

chain rule for fork resolution. Strongchain, built on

Nakamoto’s architecture, utilizes weak and strong

headers and the strongest chain rule. These consen-

sus protocols are customizable and require mining

power, simulation rounds, and specific parameters

such as γ and block ratios.

5. Simulation experiments

5.1 Thresholds for successful selfish mining

Various consensus protocols exhibit different selfish

mining thresholds with multiple attackers. Table 1

displays thresholds for Nakamoto consensus, which

match the current research findings. Strongchain

shows similar consistency in Table 3. For Subchain,

only selfish mining on strong blocks is profitable, as

seen in Table 2, while weak block mining remains

unprofitable.

5.2 Graphs of selfish mining

We recreated Nakamoto consensus graphs with vary-

ing γ for one attacker Figure 3 and two attackers

Figure 4 to validate blockchain behavior. Subchain

graphs were generated for one attacker with differ-

ent values of γ. Figure 5 shows similar behavior to

Nakamoto with minor differences for selfish strong

block mining, while Figure 6 confirms that weak block

mining is unprofitable.

6. Conclusions

The framework is validated for multiple attackers

in the Nakamoto consensus and a single attacker

in the Strongchain consensus, but not for Subchain

due to the lack of relevant results. The validation

results match the previous findings of selfish mining.

Subchain examines two strategies: unprofitable weak

blocks and profitable, strong blocks. In particular, the

successful selfish mining threshold is slightly higher in

Subchain, but a more powerful miner can gain higher

proportional rewards than Nakamoto.

In the future, we plan to expand the framework by

incorporating additional consensus protocols, such as

Fruitchain [8], and conducting thorough evaluations of

their performance and security against selfish mining

attacks.
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